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RUSSELL A. ~ALINO, aka; 
AR 
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TOM LANNIGAN, Manager, Hotel Forrest, New York City, 
on 4/9/62, reported that subject and CAPPY QUIMENTO had 
checked into this hotel. 

NY 3488-C* advised that while there QUIMENTO made a 
telephone call to Pennsylvania, GL 7-7411, and advised he was 
in New York overn~ght with the subject. 

Telephone GL 7-7411, Moosic, Pa., is listed to 
Tri-City Textile Company, Old Forge, Pa., which is operated 
by CASPER. "CAPPY" QUIIVIENTO. Informants in the past have 
reported that QUIMENTO is a front fbr the subject in this 
operation. · 

NY 3488-C* alliso reported that during same visit 
two other telephone .calls were made from Hotel Forrest by 
QUIMENTO but numbers not obtained. During one call QUIMENTO 
said 11 We, all be there sometime this evening, 11 but he did 
not say where they would be. The same informant also reported 
that on same date at 5:45 p.m. subject and QUIIVIENTO spoke of 
going to JULIE's (phonetic) and that they wanted to get there 
early to get .things going. No information obtained to irdicate 
location of JULIE's. 
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